You must pass the drone test and register with the CAA before you fly at Register-drones.caa.co.uk
Always keep your drone or model aircraft in direct sight.

Never fly closer than 50m to people. Even when your drone is more than 50m away from people it is safer to avoid directly overflying them.

Never fly closer than 150m to a crowd of 1,000 people or more. Never fly directly over a crowd.

Never fly in an airport’s flight restriction zone. For further info, see: dronesafe.uk/restrictions/

Never fly in an airport’s flight restriction zone. It is illegal to fly a drone or model aircraft between 250g-20kg that does not show a valid operator ID.

You are responsible for each flight. Legal responsibility lies with you. Failure to fly responsibly could result in criminal prosecution.

The UK Dronecode is published by the Civil Aviation Authority to assist drone users in flying safely.
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For further information please visit dronesafe.uk